Rapyd
Collect
Accept 900+ Local Payment
Methods in 100+ Countries

3.28%

OF SHOPPERS CONVERT TO A
SALE WORLDWIDE*

It’s time to start
focusing on growing
new markets instead
of building payments
infrastructure
Your global success depends on growing new
markets rapidly while decreasing cart abandonment
rates. One of the top reasons shoppers don’t convert
on your site or in your app is lack of local payment
options. The challenge when increasing local
payment options for customers is implementing
it without adding vast amounts of new internal
payments infrastructure and administrative burden.
Too often well-intentioned expansion efforts are
derailed by various local compliance regulations, lack
of engineering resources, and managing additional
reconciliation, reporting and FX processes within
your global teams.

Rapyd Collect
translates the
complexities of
payments, so
your business
can speak to
everyone
Rapyd Collect is a global payment
acceptance platform that helps
businesses reach billions of
consumers who prefer to transact
with local payment methods
such as ewallets, local cards,
bank transfers and even cash.
Now you can begin accepting
900+ payment methods globally
while surrounding your global
acceptance strategy with business
and back office tools that help
lower the barriers of doing
business around the globe.

GLOBAL
CROSS-BORDER
ECOMMERCE IS
ESTIMATED TO
REACH

$1 TRILLION
IN 2020
* https://www.invespcro.com/blog/cross-border-shopping/

* https://www.statista.com/statistics/439576/online-shopper-conversion-rate-worldwide/

ON AVERAGE ONLY

Reach More Global
Customers By
Accepting Their Local
Payment Types

Rapyd powers your
local payments
strategy faster
∙∙

Increase your global conversions with local payment acceptance and checkout
experiences.

∙∙

Start accepting local ewallets, bank payments, instant transfers, cash, and debit cards
along side your existing card processing implementations.

∙∙

Streamline global operations with a single platform for reconciliation, reporting and
settle funds in 65+ currencies.

∙∙

Accelerate your global growth by eliminating the need to integrate with multiple
payment providers and methods across the globe.

∙∙

Easily integrate payment methods with the Rapyd Collect API, iOS and Android SDK
and Rapyd Checkout.

∙∙

Reduce compliance burden with Rapyd’s compliance, AML/KYC capabilities.

Enhance
Your Existing
Acceptance
Strategy

RAPYD
CHECKOUT

FRAUD
MONITORING

A hosted payment UX
removes integration for fast
deployment across the globe.

Deep anti-fraud monitoring from
device/SIM fingerprinting,
user scoring.

MASS INVOICING

SECURITY

Quickly send invoices to
multiple payees.

All user data and transaction
information is always tokenized
and encrypted.

RAPYD CLIENT
PORTAL

COMPLIANCE

Get insights into global
payment activity, transaction
reporting and key metrics.

Rapyd scans and monitors
against 100s of lists for KYC, AML,
CTF, and sanctions.

SETTLEMENT
Settle in 65+ local currencies or
back to one single local currency.

RAPYD DEVELOPER
CENTER
Gain easy access to platform
documentation, use-cases,
Sandbox, API’s and SDKs.

The Rapyd
Global
Payments
Network
Over 900
payment
types

In over 100 countries

Accept cash
from over 2M

global access points

Rapyd is a Fintech as a Service platform

designed for modern commerce and payments.
Rapyd’s global APIs deliver new capabilities
to the fintech and commerce applications
that power your business.
Explore the Rapyd platforms:

Find out more: www.rapyd.net

